Epilepsy-associated stigma from the perspective of people with epilepsy and the community in Italy.
The objective of this study was to assess the stigma related to epilepsy from the perspective of people with epilepsy (PWE) and from the Italian community (Rome and central Italy); moreover, the impact of the perceived stigma on the mood and quality of life of patients was also evaluated. We consecutively enrolled 100 PWE and 202 nonepileptic subjects (NES). Both PWE and NES completed an Italian version of the Stigma Scale of Epilepsy (SSE), a 24-items questionnaire that has been demonstrated to allow the quantification of the stigma perception by patients and people from the community. Moreover, the PWE fulfilled a 3-item Jacoby's Stigma Scale, the Quality of Life in Epilepsy-31 (QOLIE-31 [Q3])), and Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II) questionnaires for the evaluation of the quality of life and depressive symptoms. The results of the SSE were correlated with clinical and demographic details of PWE and NES, as well as the Q31 and BDI-II scores in PWE. The SSE scores were significantly higher in NES with respect to PWE (respectively 47.1 vs 39.5, p < .001). Forty-two percent of PWE reported feeling stigmatized, with 5% reporting feeling highly stigmatized. In PWE, the perceived stigma was not correlated with seizure frequency but was significantly associated with worse quality of life, more severe depressive symptoms, and higher number of AEDs. The multiple regression analysis showed that the quality-of-life overall score and Q31 subscale exploring "social function" are the most significant predictors of stigma. By using an Italian translation of the SSE questionnaire, even if we cannot consider our sample representative of the whole Italian community our study evidenced higher rates of stigma related to epilepsy in NES than in PWE. The PWE still experience feelings of stigmatization strongly correlated with higher depressive symptoms and worse quality of life that has proven to be the most significant predictor of stigma. Finally, seizure frequency does not affect the perceived stigma, which is instead significantly influenced by antiepileptic therapy.